PRODUCTION SPECIALTIES CO.

DAILY WELL WORK REPORT

Well Number: #31-37-63 AFE

Work Description: Rho well to Americig

Contractor: [Blank]

Rig #: [Blank]

Rig Pusher: [Blank]

K.B.: [Blank]

T.D.: [Blank]

E.D. Depth: [Blank]

Type Plug: [Blank]


Pump Jacket/Gas Anchor (P.B.): [Blank]

Downhole Gas Sep: Size [Blank] Type [Blank] Depth [Blank]


Plug: [Blank]


Rod(s): [Blank] 7/8" 3/4" [Blank] Other [Blank]

Pump: I.D.: [Blank] 1 1/4" Stroke [Blank]

Type: [Blank] Shoe [Blank] Intake [Blank]

Existing Perforations: 1551' - 1554'

Workover Fluid: Type [Blank] Amount [Blank]

Daily Operational Summary:

Separator 1.0 Dps. / The 501 Shut in

Open well and dope a swap sticks. Start flowing well & 1015 am.

Fluid to surface after 10 min. Frp 400 psi. Install cong gauge.

Time: [Blank]

Cage Pressure: [Blank]

15: 360 psi

25: 310 psi 360 psi

30: 300 psi 310 psi

40: 310 psi 345 psi

55: 340 psi 340 psi

5 min Shut In 40 psi / 400 psi. Secure well.

Next Operation: Flow test well for 5 min. Has week of March 8th


Ed. Supervision: [Blank] Ed. Thomas [Blank]

Date: 3/4/93

Fax Transmittal Memo 7672

To: [Blank] From: [Blank]

Location: [Blank]

Fax: [Blank]

Comments: [Blank]